
Paint÷-÷Selectively paint or “brush in” the filter.

Erase÷-÷Selectively erase any filter in the current filter 
session (before clicking Apply).

Fill÷-÷Apply the filter to the entire selection or the 
entire image when no selection is made.

Clear -÷Clear the filter applied in the current session 
(before clicking Apply), allowing you to apply the 
current filter without reselecting the current filter tool. 

Discard÷-÷Discard the current filter tool without 
applying any affect to the image.

Apply÷-÷Apply the current filter tool to the image, 
allowing you to select another nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 
filter to be applied to the image.   

Help - Clicking on this button brings up the Help files.

Settings - The Settings button brings up the nik 
Sharpener Pro 2.0 Selective Settings Dialog, providing 
additional options for the nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 
Selective Tool.

Show More - Click on the Show More Button to 
either hide or show the editing tools within the nik 
Sharpener Pro 2.0 Selective palette.
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nik Sharpener Pro 2.0

Print better & sharper images

Sharpening an image enhances the 
overall visual impression of that image, 
and is an essential step in creating a good 
digital print. nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 offers  
features and controls necessary to achieve 
optimal sharpness in any image. This tool 
simplifies the process by providing you 
with controls that are both easy to use and 
understand.
 
16-bit Compatibility

nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 is fully compatible 
with 16-bit per channel image editing 
modes. Now you can edit, sharpen, and 
save your images as full 16-bit per channel 
files.

Updated User Interface

nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 takes into 
consideration all of the key elements of a 
printed image in order to provide optimal 
sharpening. The new user interface allows 
you to select the printer type, image size, 
viewing distance, paper type, and printer 
resolution. nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 uses this 
information and advanced algorithms to 
adapt the sharpening process to the image. 
This process enbles you to achieve optimal 
image sharpness, as well as to protect the 
image from common sharpening artifacts 
including halos and moiré patterns.

Getting Started:

For more information on 
nik multimedia products visit 
www.nikmultimedia.com

Installing nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 filters into 
Adobe® Photoshop® and Adobe Photoshop 
Elements

1. Insert the nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 CD into 
the CD or DVD drive.

2. Open the CD and double-click on the 
installer. 

3. Ensure that the installer was able to locate 
the proper installation location. 

Typical installation locations are:

4. Click Next or Install until the installer has 
completed its process.

5. If Photoshop or Photoshop Elements was 
open during the installation process, please 
close and open it again so that the filters can 
be accessed under the Filters menu.

Note: For information regarding installing 3rd party 
filters into image editing applications other than 
Photoshop and Photoshop Elements, please refer to 
your image editing application’s user guide.

nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 Selective

A powerful new feature of nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 
is the Selective tool. Use the nik Sharpener Pro 
2.0 Selective tool to apply any of the sharpening 
filters selectively to your images. Use a mouse, 
Pen Tablet, or any other input device to paint 
sharpening into the image, controlling the 
amount and location of the effect quickly and 
easily.

Added Control  

nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 Selective 

To begin applying a filter selectively, 
follow these steps:

1   Open an image in Adobe Photoshop 
or Photoshop Elements and launch nik 
Sharpener Pro 2.0 Selective from the
File>Automate or File>Automation Tools 
Menu.

2   Begin applying a nik Sharpener Pro 
2.0 filter selectively by first selecting 
the appropriate filter button within the 
Selective palette, adjusting the parameters 
to match your output process, and selecting 
OK. 
 
3    Apply the filter by holding down the 
mouse button and “brushing” over the area 
where you wish to apply the filter. If you 
are using a Wacom® Pen Tablet, pressure 
sensitivity enables you to control the filter 
to different degrees by using pressure 
within the selected area. 

4   Once you have completed brushing in 
the sharpening, click the Apply button.

Advanced Controls

The Advanced interface provides five 
color-specific sliders that control the 
amount of sharpening across the entire 
image. Each slider can control the 
amount of sharpening within a specific 
color range allowing a quick way to 
enhance or protect specific areas in 
the image without the complexity of 
selective masking. 

Selective Tool

A powerful new feature of nik Sharpener 
Pro 2.0 is the Selective Tool. Use the 
nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 Selective Tool to 
apply sharpening to the image with a 
layer mask and brush tool. By using a 
mouse or Pen Tablet, paint sharpening 
into the image, controlling the amount 
and location of the sharpening quickly 
and easily. Mac

PC



The Different Versions of   

nik Sharpener Pro 2.0

nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 is available in 2 
different product versions, each version 
based on the same award-winning nik 
Sharpener Pro technology.

nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 Complete Edition

nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 Complete Edition 
contains all of the nik Sharpener Pro 
2.0 tools for complete optimal image 
sharpening. nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 
Complete Edition provides you with the 
ability to sharpen images for the following 
output devices:
 
 • Continuous tone printers
 • Halftone printers
 • Inkjet printers
 • Electronic display devices such as    
   projectors and monitors

nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 Complete Edition 
also includes the RAW Presharpening filter 
for RAW files.

nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 Inkjet Edition

nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 Inkjet is designed 
for professionals who use inkjet printers as 
their primary output device. In addition to 
sharpening for inkjet printers, the Inkjet 
Edition sharpens images for display on the 
Internet or on an electronic device, such 
as a projector or monitor. 

nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 Inkjet Edition 
provides you with the ability to sharpen 
images for the following output devices:
 
  • Inkjet printers
  • Electronic display devices such as  
    projectors and monitors

The Inkjet Edition also includes the RAW 
presharpening filter for RAW files.

Interface Features

The basic tab contains the core controls 
for nik Sharpener Pro 2.0 and is used to 

choose your output device settings.

Image Width - The Image Width slider sets the 
sharpening function to refl ect the fi nal width of the 
printed image. This slider is set automatically by nik 
Sharpener Pro 2.0 when the fi lter is fi rst opened, based 
on the size of the image as set within your image 
editing application.

Image Height - The Image Height slider sets the 
sharpening function to refl ect the fi nal height of the 
printed image. This slider is set automatically by nik 
Sharpener Pro 2.0 when the fi lter is fi rst opened, based 
on the size of the image as set within your image 
editing application. 

Viewing Distance - The Viewing Distance updates the 
sharpening algorithm to produce optimal levels of 
sharpening for the image based on the distance from 
which the image will be viewed. 

Paper Type - The Paper Type slider (available only with 
selected fi lters) provides you with the ability to control 
the amount of sharpening based on the way the paper 
alters the amount of visible detail. Set this slider to the 
closest paper type listed.  

Printer Resolution - The Printer Resolution slider 
enables you to sharpen based on the resolution of detail 
that your printer uses. Set this slider according to the 
setting your printer reports (typically in dpi x dpi). If 
you do not see the resolution that your printer uses, 
you may adjust the slider for new resolutions within the 
Settings dialog.

This option ensures that the 
Autoscan process is utilized 
throughout the sharpening 

process. Turning this option off may speed up the 
sharpening process, but it also may result in reduced 
effectiveness and less than optimal results. 

The Show More button expands the 
interface to display the Quick Save 
Slots and the Image Information Area.  

This accesses the built-in FAQs and the 
help features for nik Sharpener Pro 

2.0. Use this button to quickly access help items while 
working with the application as well as to fi nd answers 
to Frequently Asked Questions and to get tips for a more 
effi cient work fl ow. 

The Multiple Previews button enables you to view 
the image using a single large preview, two side-by-
side landscape oriented previews, or two side-by-side 
portrait oriented previews. All preview windows contain 
multiple zoom levels for reviewing image detail. 

The Analysis Mode button enables you to choose 
between no overlay mode (the default mode) 

and one of two unique overlay modes. The two different 
overlay modes enable you to see a visual representation 
of the sharpening that will be applied to the image. 

Preview Toggle (ON / OFF) – The preview toggle 
alternates between displaying the current filter’s 

effect and showing the original image within the current 
preview window. When the Preview Toggle is set to 
ON for a window, that window will show the effect of 
the filter. When the Preview Toggle is set to OFF for a 
window, that window will show the original image. 

Quick 100% View / Full View – To view 
the preview at 100% (1:1) in a single 

click, simply click on the preview ratio, ex.(1:8), to 
jump directly to a full 100% (1:1) preview. To view the 
entire image in the preview window again, click on the 
preview ratio again to zoom back out to the full view.

The Save and Load feature allows you to 
save fi lter parameter settings to disk and 
load them at a later time. Click on the Save 

button to save the current fi lter settings. Click on the 
Load button on a later image to bring up these settings 
for that image. With this system, many different fi lter 
settings can be stored and recalled quickly and easily.

The Cancel button cancels the current 
fi lter without affecting the image.

The OK button applies the fi lter to the current 
image using the existing settings.

The Settings button calls up the 
Settings dialog.
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18 Advanced Tab - The Advanced tab consists 
of fi ve sliders that can control the amount of 
sharpening across the image. Each slider can 
control the amount of sharpening across a 
different color range.

Advanced Slider – Each advanced slider 
contains both an Eye Dropper as well as a 
Color Patch. Clicking on the Eye Dropper 
enables you to select a color from 
anywhere in the image and to base the 
amount of sharpening on the area 
which contains the color you chose. Clicking 
on the Color Patch enables you to select a 
specifi c color using your image editing 
application’s Color Picker. Once you have 
selected a color, use the slider to control the 
amount of sharpening on that color. 

Reset Controls – The Reset Controls button 
resets the colors and the sliders within the 
Advanced Tab only. Click on this button to 
start the Advanced process over again.

Advanced Panel
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